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Abstract: Edge is the boundary between the image and its background. Edge detection in general is defined
as the local maxima obtained from high pass filters, but an optimized edge detector should mark the edges with
respect to luminance or brightness changes. It is easy to obtain them in software implementation but for
hardware implementation there is an issue with percentage of accuracy and processing time. This study
discusses various edge detection algorithms and proposes an optimized edge detector which provides the
solution for mentioned above issue. Since FPGA provides practical solutions for most of the image processing
problems, the proposed architecture has been developed using Matlab System generator. Experimental results
show the accuracy of edge detected using proposed architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

Image processing is a type of signal processing in
which the image or information regarding image is fed as
an input signal and various operations are performed on
it. The various operations performed on it can be used on
a host of applications such as Image filtering, medical
imaging, Wireless communication, image compression,
computer vision etc. Some of the most common
operations on an image that come under the canopy of
image processing are image scaling, converting between
various colour format, image rotation, removing noise,
adding noise, filtering, blurring, edge detection and
contour detection (Gonzalaz and Woods, 2002). Some
combination of these algorithms is used in almost all
image processing applications. 

Edge detection is a primary tool in image processing
that is used in cases of feature detection and feature
extraction. It identifies points in the image at which there
is a sharp or gradual change in brightness. These points
are alone marked in the output image with a specified
colour which is usually black and rest of the image is
white. So the output image contains only the edges of the
various components in the input image. There are a few
algorithms used for edge detection out of which Prewitt
filter and Sobel filter are commonly used ones. This study
presents architecture for edge detection using System
Generator, which is an extension of Simulink and consists
of models called Xilinx blocks. It script file to produce
synthesis in FPGA. The tool retains the hierarchy of
Simulink when it is converted into VHDL/Verilog
(System Generator Introduction, 2012).

As previously mentioned, XSG is configured to
program the FPGA. The synthesis and implementation of
the program are done subsequently. In real time
implementation of edge detection on FPGA by Sudeep
and JharnaMajumdar (2011) is done with Spartan3A DSP
board but in present study Spartan3E starter kit is used to
implement the design with least resource usage. The
architecture implemented in this study is versatile for any
edge detection operator unlike the study by Sami et al.
(2010) which only deals with Sobel operators. Compared
to vehicle image edge detection algorithm hardware
implementation on FPGA by Zhang and Wang (2010) the
resource usage by the proposed architecture is reduced by
50%.

METHODOLOGY

Edge detection algorithms: Two basic methods are used
for detecting edges. They are search based and zero-
crossing based. In the first method a first order derivative
expression such as a gradient derivative is obtained from
the image and then the local maxima or minima are
searched for. The points of local maxima or minima are
treated as edges and are mapped on to the final image. In
the second method, the second order derivative expression
of the image is obtained by zero-crossings of the
Laplacian or the zero-crossings of a non-linear differential
expression. These points of zero-crossings are treated as
edges and are mapped on the final output image. The
method of obtaining the first order derivative expression
is by using a gradient map. Three common methods are
Prewitt filter and Sobel operator: Allin et al. (2011).
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Prewitt edge detector: 
Sobel edge detector:
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Gx and Gy are the gradient along horizontal and
vertical axis respectively which is moved over the input
image in both horizontal and vertical direction. Total

gradient obtained is, . By using theG G Gx y= +2 2

threshold along with model, noises can be suppressed. All
the pixels above a particular user-set threshold are
considered as edges and all the other points are discarded.
A high threshold value results in finding less number of
edges. Low threshold value results in finding a large
number of edges. For certain kinds of images a large
threshold value is needed and for certain applications the
vice versa is needed. The trick lies in choosing the correct
threshold value and the correct algorithm for each
application.

Hardware architecture: The general hardware
architecture for edge detection algorithm is shown Fig. 1.
It includes four major blocks, First block Delay line is
provided with the input image pixel values. It delays the
pixel values and forwards it to next block which performs
masking. Masking is done in 

Fig. 1: Hardware architecture of edge detection

both horizontal and vertical direction individually by
convoluting the pixel values with their corresponding
kernels (changes depending on the algorithm chosen).
Next block combines the output of previous blocks (both
horizontal and vertical). Final block is for threshold,
which reduces the noise.

Architecture using simulink xilinx block sets: Among
number of edge detection algorithms, this study
implements only Sobel, prewitt edge detection algorithms.
Comparative study of these algorithms depending on their
performance has also been done.

Colour image is converted into gray image in mat lab
and the value is loaded in workspace. The workspace
variable is fed to model through “From workspace” block.
Image  pixel  values  are  fed  as  the  input for delay line

Fig. 2: Image delay
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Fig. 3: Horizontal masking

Fig. 4: Vertical masking

block shown in Fig. 2; which acts as buffer, that is it
delay’s the input pixel values and forwards it to the
horizontal and vertical convolution blocks.

Figure 3 and 4 performs horizontal and vertical
masking with their corresponding kernels. It performs
convolution of pixels values from delay line block with
kernels. Prewitt Edge detection kernel has only 1,-1 and
0 values, so there are no multipliers required as used in:
Sudeep and JharnaMajumdar (2011). Vertical kernel is
simply 90< rotation of horizontal kernel. So there is no

major change in masking architecture. In Sobel Edge
detection kernel has 2, -2 and 0 values. Multiplication by
two can be simply achieved by right shifting the value.
Slight modification in this block gives masking unit for
Sobel detector. 

Gradient magnitude is calculated after both horizontal
and vertical masking using Fig. 5. Then the values are
combined using combinational block which is designed
using adder. Threshold reduces the noise, so the final
output is taken after this block shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5: Magnitude calculation 

Fig. 6: Combining and threshold making

Fig. 7: Synthesized RTL view
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Implementing designed model to FPGA: The model is
designed with Xilinx block sets of Matlab tool. The
blocks are converted into VHDL synthesizable file to
implement the design in Spartan 3A DSP FPGA (Spartan
3A DSP FPGA Family Datasheet, 2012). Net- list files are
generated and synthesized using Xilinx. The synthesized
RTL view of the proposed architecture is show in Fig. 7.

RESULTS

The results shown below (Fig. 8, 9, 10 and 11) are the
edges acquired by changing threshold value. The accuracy
of edges detected changes with respect to both threshold
and algorithm (Sobel and Prewitt) used. Table 1 shows the
resource utilization of implemented design. 

Fig. 8: Edges detected for finger print

Fig. 9: Edges detected for aerial image

Fig. 10: Edges detected for X-ray image
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Fig. 11: Edges detected for text

Table 1: Logic utilization
Logic Utilization Utilization (%)
Slices 3
Flip – Flops 2
4 Input LUTs 2
Bonded IOBs 8
CLKs 4

Table 1 shows the resource utilization of FPGA. 

CONCLUSION

In this study two different methods of edge detection
algorithms are implemented in the FPGA. The main
advantage is low resource requirement which makes this
architecture more reliable. System generator blocks are
optimized for both speed and area to make it more
efficient and ubiquitous to embed the system with real
time appliances. 
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